This paper develops a methodology for testing and implementing differences in preferences for a set of public transport modes, relating to observed and unobserved attributes, in state-of-practice large-scale travel demand models. Results of a case study for commuters in the Stockholm public transport system suggest that there are preference differences among public transport modes, and that they are captured by unobserved attributes. Surprisingly, we found no evidence for differences proportional to the in-vehicle time, suggesting that characteristics of in-vehicle time in different public transport modes, such as comfort, are valued equally by the travellers. We also found that the value of time is higher for auxiliary modes than for the main mode, and that the unobserved preference for metro is highest and the preference for light rail lowest.
INTRODUCTION
There is a political preference for rail-based Public Transport (PT) modes over bus services. Decision makers in many European countries seem to prefer rail over bus services, claiming that travellers prefer services operating on tracks, referring to this as a "rail factor". Moreover, property developers often claim that metro investments increase the land values over and above what a bus system with equal capacity and travel times would. If travellers' preferences differ between PT modes, the treatment of them as the same mode in transport models translates into biased parameter estimates and model predictions. Such bias would then propagate to all types of policy analyses including Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA).
A higher preference for rail-based PT modes is to some extent supported by studies in psychology, transport modelling and economics. For instance, Eliasson (2016) found that accessibility by metro increases the property prices of apartments in Stockholm more than accessibility by bus. In the transport modelling field, Ben-Akiva and Morikawa (2002) explore differences in the preference for rail and bus services in two case studies. They estimate choice models on combined revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) data. The utility function for PT includes dummy variables for each PT mode. The alternative specific constants indicate that metro is most preferred, followed by bus and commuter train. However, level-of-service (LoS) parameters do not differ significantly across PT modes. Scherer et al. (2012) includes a metaanalysis of German and Swiss studies focusing on user perceptions and mental representation of train, tram, and bus. They conclude that there is a rail factor, loaded with emotional and social attributions.
In this study, we develop a method for testing whether travellers' preferences for PT differ between modes in a state-of-practice large-scale transport model. We show how to implement such differences in the transport model. We find that in the Stockholm public transport system, travellers' preferences vary across PT modes and travel time components. We also find that the value of time is higher for auxiliary modes than for the main mode, consistent with earlier literature (see the meta-study by Wardman, 2004) .
We expand the analysis by Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, by introducing a more flexible model specification tailored to capture differences in observed and unobserved preferences between PT modes. The models are specified to capture the systematic difference in unobserved preferences among PT modes (alternative-specific constants), the correlation of the random errors across the PT modes, and the systematic differences in preference for LoS variables and 4 travel time components. We introduce the definition of main mode, in cases where more than one PT mode is used within the same trip. To our knowledge, no previous study on large-scale models has in this way systematically explored how the preference differs across PT modes in all these dimensions, although large-scale transport model prediction is the cornerstone of transport appraisal.
We stress that the aim of this paper is primarily to develop an approach for testing and implementing systematic differences in preferences among PT modes. Such differences are likely to vary across transport systems, since customer preferences derive from perceptions and beliefs which are influenced by local conditions and cultures (Scherer 2010) . Hence, empirical evidence might differ across transport networks and over time.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the modelling framework and hypotheses tested. Section 3 provides an overview of the data. Section 4 discusses the application of the framework. Section 5 presents some properties of the models obtained and Section 6 concludes.
METHOD
We begin by defining a state-of-practice mode choice model, specified as a Multinomial Logit model (MNL). We include a sub-set of PT modes as well as a number of other modes. The utility of alternative j is defined as
where β ij are parameters, x i are explanatory variables, ASC j is the alternativespecific constant, and ε j is the random variation of the unobserved variables, assumed independent across alternatives. Preference differences across PT modes j can be represented in this model by PT mode specific constants -ASC j -, systematic differences in preference for observable LoS variables -β ij -, and in the random error ε j . Different alternative-specific constants and level-of-service parameters can be implemented in the model even if all PT modes are modelled as one alternative with one utility function in the choice model. However, when modelling all PT modes as one single alternative, with the same utility function, the random error is assumed to be the same for all PT modes. In contrast, modelling the PT modes as different alternatives in an MNL model implies that the errors ε j are independent. If the error terms of the PT alternatives are correlated, but independent from the error terms of the other modes, this can be modelled in a Nested Logit (NL) model, including the PT mode alternatives within the same nest.
In Section 2.3 we describe how we systematically test for preference differences captured by the alternative-specific constants, the LoS-parameters and the 5 random errors. This is done by estimating a series of increasingly flexible modes. In Section 2.2 we described the statistical tests that we apply. Since some travellers use several PT modes within one trip, we need to define the main PT mode of each trip. Section 2.1 describes the main mode definition.
Main mode definition
In order to properly model different PT modes, a main mode needs to be defined. Unless one defines a main mode, then, as in Ben-Akiva and Morikawa 2002, the model estimation needs to be constrained to use "pure" observations only -observations where only one PT mode is used -neglecting all PT intermodal observations. Hence, in order to use as much information as possible to investigate nuances in the preference for different PT alternatives, we need to define a main mode.
In this study we defined the main mode of each trip as the mode used for the longest distance. We applied this definition for two reasons. First, a definition based on distance, as opposed to travel time, will not change with traffic conditions. Second, it is consistent with how the main mode was defined in the national travel survey data used to estimate the model, allowing us to crosscheck whether the user-reported main mode and the main mode imputed from network attributes are the same. Observations where the main modes differ are discarded for this study.
Still, the concept of main mode is essentially an artificial construct. We acknowledge that other main mode definitions are possible, for instance a hierarchical definition, and that the definition of the main mode might influence our results. To test the robustness of the main mode definition against the chosen definition, we therefore run a model with only "pure observations", observing consistent behaviour. Results for this test are given in Appendix 2.
Statistical test
For much of our hypothesis testing, we use the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) to compare the goodness of fit of two models, when one is a restricted version of the other; meaning that the restricted model can be obtained by imposing restrictions on parameters in the unrestricted model.
The LRT statistic is chi-squared distributed, influenced by the number of restrictions between the models; where the number of restrictions is the number of constraints imposed on the unrestricted model to obtain the restricted model.
Further, to test whether a subset of the choice set can be treated as a single alternative, we use the Cramer and Ridder LRT, formulated by Cramer and Ridder (1991) . This hypothesis requires a different test, because the models have different number of utility functions; hence, the restricted model can no 6 longer be obtained by imposing restrictions on parameters in the unrestricted model. Cramer and Ridder (1991) shows that testing whether a sub-set of the choice set can be treated as a single alternative is equivalent to testing whether the regressor coefficients (all except the alternative-specific constants) are equal across sub-alternatives. Therefore, the test statistic (2) can be used also to test whether modelling the subset of the alternatives as different alternatives is a significant improvement. Then, let ℒ U be the log-likelihood of the model assuming that the set of sub-alternatives are different alternatives, and let ℒ R be the log-likelihood of the restricted model,
where ̂ is the log-likelihood of the model assuming a single alternative, is the total number of observations choosing the set of sub-alternatives to be merged, and is the number of observations choosing alternative i.
Equation (2) can then be applied to test the significance of the restriction, with the degrees of freedom determined by the number of parameters constrained across the alternatives.
Hypotheses and Models
As a starting point, we define a state-of-practice large-scale mode choice model including commuting and education trips, with utility function defined by (1). It includes the alternatives PT (with the sub-alternatives metro, commuting train, bus and tram as one single alternative), car driver, car passenger, walk and cycle. The observed part of the utility function for PT includes In-Vehicle Time (IVT), initial waiting time, access/egress time, transfer penalties and trip cost. The utility functions for the car alternatives include travel time and travel cost, and dummy variables indicating car ownership and gender. The car driver alternative also includes a variable indicating car competition in the household. A full description of the model specification is given in Appendix 1. Now, we formulate a sequence of hypotheses regarding the model specification and set up models to test them using the statistical tests defined in Section 2.2. Detailed results of the testing are presented in Section 4.
A key issue is whether to model the different public transport as a single alternative or as separate alternatives. As described in Section 2.1., this depends on whether all or some of the unobserved preferences for the PT modes, captured by the random error, are equal. If they are independent, the PT modes should be modelled as different alternatives in an MNL model, if they are identical, they should be modelled as a single alternative, and if they are correlated, they should be modelled as nested alternatives in a NL model. There 7 are reasons why the error terms of the PT modes should be equal: they share several unobserved attributes, comfort, and characteristics, they are all public transport. However, it is also possible that they are different, for instance since the comfort, crowding and reliability may be different.
To explore the correlation of the random errors, we set up three hypothesis tests concerning the error term assumptions. Hypothesis 1 tests the assumption that the error terms of the PT modes are correlated against the assumption that they are identical. It is tested by estimating a Mixed Logit (ML) and comparing it to a MNL model. Hypothesis 2 is similar but tests the assumption that the random errors are independent against the assumption that they are identical, applying MNL models only. Hypothesis 6 tests whether the random error terms of the PT modes are correlated against the assumption that they are independent. It is tested by testing a NL model against an MNL model.
Hypothesis 1 -Public Transport modes have identical random errors.
The null hypothesis is that the random errors are identical across PT modes. We test this null hypothesis, under the assumption that all estimated parameters are constant across PT modes. We test a Mixed Logit (ML) model allowing for correlation of the error term of the PT modes against a MNL model assuming that the random errors are identical across PT modes.
• Model 1: All PT modes are modelled as a single alternative -the logistic random error is shared among all PT main modes. The ASC and the normally distributed random errors (ε j ) are specific for each PT mode j. Other LoS parameters are constrained to be constant across all PT modes. This ML model has utility functions defined by
(5)
• Model 2: Same as model 1 but all PT modes are now assumed to share the random errors (ε j ), and they are therefore absorbed by the shared error ν PT . Model 1 thus collapses to a MNL, with utility functions defined by
As we will see in Section 4, the variances of the PT mode specific random errors ε j are significantly different from zero. A LRT also shows that the ML model has a significantly better model fit. This means that we can reject the null hypothesis that the random errors are identical across PT modes, at all reasonable confidence levels.
Hypothesis 2 -Public Transport modes have identical random errors.
We define two multinomial logit models, one that models PT modes as one alternative, and other where PT modes are modelled as different alternatives, and we apply the Cramer and Ridder LRT presented in Section 2.2. Note that this time, the restricted model cannot be obtained by imposing restrictions on the parameter coefficients as done to test hypothesis 1. As we will see in Section 4, the result supports the need to model PT as different alternatives and therefore to reject this hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3 -The preference for travel time is equal for main and auxiliary modes
Here we test whether users have equal preference for spending time in the main and the auxiliary modes. We remind the reader the definition of main mode as the mode used for the longest trip segment; consequently, an auxiliary mode is any other PT mode used in the trip which is not the main mode.
• Model 3: Is the equivalent version of model 1, but translated into a MNL model. This model assumes that the LoS parameters are constant across PT alternatives.
• Model 4: Same as model 3 but we allow different IVT parameters for main and auxiliary modes
From this comparison we will show in the results section that the IVT parameters are significantly higher for the auxiliary modes than for the main mode. Hence, the LRT test rejects the hypothesis that preferences are equal for main and auxiliary modes.
Hypothesis 4 -IVT preferences are equal across main modes.
We test for preference differences in IVT across PT main modes. The null hypothesis is that the preference for IVT in the main mode is equal across main modes, independent of the mode. To test this hypothesis we use models 4 and 5.
• Model 5: Same as model 4 but we estimate separate IVT parameters for each main mode
In this case, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that IVT preferences are equal across main modes.
Hypothesis 5 -IVT preferences are equal among auxiliary modes.
We test for preference differences in IVT across PT auxiliary modes. The null hypothesis is that IVT in the auxiliary modes is perceived equally, independent of the mode. To test this hypothesis, and to be consistent with the findings of the previous section, we use model 4 again, and model 6.
• Model 6: Same as model 4 but we allow different parameters for each auxiliary mode IVT
Again, we will see in the results section that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that preferences for travel time are equal across auxiliary modes.
Hypothesis 6 -Public Transport modes have independent random errors.
The final hypothesis tests the assumption that the random errors of the PT modes are correlated against the assumption that they are independent. We compare model 4 with model 7, where we model the PT modes as different alternatives within a nest in a NL model, and other travel modes as alternatives in different nests. Model 7 showed that the hypothesis of no correlation was rejected by the data.
DATA
We estimate a mode choice model for commuting 1 trips in Stockholm using PythonBiogeme. The model is estimated on 3818 trips, where the attributes of the chosen and non-chosen modes were computed using the assignment model in TransCad. The final sample includes 40.9% PT trips (725 bus, 636 metro, 195 train and 7 tram), with 48.8% by car (driver and passenger) and 10.3% by walk and cycle. This distribution is broadly representative of commuting in Stockholm.
1 Commuting trips in this study include work and education purposes. We estimate the models on the 2005/06 Swedish National Travel Survey. Respondents were randomly selected from the Sweden's population aged between 6 and 84 years. Twenty-seven thousand interviews were conducted, with a response rate of 68 per cent. The respondents were asked to report all trip made within a randomly selected survey day. For each reported trip they were asked to indicate their main travel mode (bus/train/metro/etc.), the travel mode used for each trip segment and their trip purpose, origin and destination addresses. Also, the survey contains socio-economic variables such as gender, individual income, household type, etc. which we have included in our models as shown in Table 12 . Further details of the survey design are given by Trafikanalys (2007) .
The data have to be processed in order to extract the variables necessary to define the utility functions. First the OD matrices were constructed, second the distances between each origin and destination reported were calculated, third the travel times for each alternative mode were computed, and fourth the travel costs were calculated for the chosen and the unchosen alternatives.
An assignment model was developed using the software TransCad to analyse the transport demand. In the assignment model, each zone was represented through a zone centroid, and each trip was modelled as a trip between the centroids of origin and destination zones. LoS variables were skimmed by mode from the assignment model, including: travel time, transfer time, waiting times, access/egress times, etc. If a main mode had more than one route available, the fastest route was selected.
There are eight mode alternatives in the data: car driver, car passenger, bus, metro, train, tram, bike, and walk. The car-driver mode is assumed to be available if the trip-maker has a driving licence, whilst the car passenger mode is always available. The bike mode is assumed to be available if the one-way home-to-work distance is less than 20km, while the walk mode is assumed to be available if the one-way home to work distance is less than 10km. Availability of the PT alternatives is determined as follows:
1. Different PT routes were identified using different network scenarios. 2. Looking at each route, the main mode is identified. 3. Main modes from step 2 form the PT choice set. 
RESULTS
Parameter estimates, log-likelihood and goodness of fit results for the models estimated for hypothesis testing are reported in Table 8 . We can observe that all parameters regarding the modal attributes of travel time and costs affect the utility negatively in line with expectations.
The rest of the section presents detailed results for the hypothesis testing described in Section 2.
Hypothesis 1 -Public Transport modes have identical random errors.
Testing the hypothesis that all PT modes have the same random error requires models 1 and 2. Comparing these models, the LRT rejected the hypothesis that PT main mode alternatives have the same random error, see Table 3 . Moreover, it can be observed in Table 2 that the estimated random variation of the unobserved attributes is statistically different from zero for three out of the four main modes.
Moreover, Table 8 shows that parameter estimates from models 1 and 2 are similar and that, ceteris paribus, metro is the most preferred alternative, followed by train, bus and tram. Special attention is drawn to the tram constant, which suggests a significant unobserved aversion to tram. Table 3 shows the comparison of models, and indicates that we can reject the hypothesis that PT main mode alternatives have the same random error at all reasonable confidence levels. Hypothesis 2 -Public Transport modes have identical random errors.
Testing this hypothesis requires models 2 and 3. We compare these two models using the Cramer and Ridder LRT. The LRT value is 2020.72 for 12degrees of freedom, implying that we can reject the model where PT is defined as a single alternative at all reasonable confidence levels. Hypothesis 3 -The preference for travel time is equal for main and auxiliary modes Testing the hypothesis that the preferences for travel time are equal for main and auxiliary modes involves models 3 and 4, which differ in how the preference for travel time is modelled. Model 3 assumes the same parameter for all IVT, whilst model 4 differentiates between travel time in the main mode and travel time in an auxiliary mode. From this comparison we observe that the travel time parameters of main and auxiliary modes differ significantly, being higher for auxiliary modes. Hence, we reject the hypothesis that users have the same preference for travel time spent on the main mode and on auxiliary modes. Hypothesis 4 -IVT preferences are equal across main modes.
Models 4 and 5 differ in how the preference for IVT within the main modes is modelled. Model 4 imposes the same IVT parameter for all main modes, whilst model 5 differentiates between main modes by implementing mode specific parameters. In this case, the LRT could not reject the hypothesis that the preference for IVT in the main mode is equal across different modes. As we can see in Table 8 , the estimated parameters for IVT are similar for all PT main modes Hypothesis 5 -IVT preferences are equal among auxiliary modes.
Models 4 and 6 differ in how the preference for travel time within the auxiliary modes is modelled. Model 4 imposes the same travel time parameter for all auxiliary modes, whilst model 6 applies mode specific travel time parameters for auxiliary modes. At the levels of significance tested, the LRT could not reject the hypothesis that the disutility of in-vehicle auxiliary time is the same for all auxiliary modes. *** Identical specification as model 7, but attributes with wrongly-signed parameters not statistically different from zero at 95% confidence level were removed. ASC remain in the specification to approximately reproduce market shares.
Hypothesis 6 -Public Transport modes have independent random errors.
Comparing models 4 and 7, we observe a significantly better performance of the NL model, indicating that the correlation of the error components of the PT alternatives is higher than the correlation with the error components of the other modes. Based on these findings, model 7 is the best of those tested. A further model, 7-final, was estimated, also shown in Table 8 , which removes wrongly-signed insignificant parameters and is more suitable for use in testing the model properties.
MODEL PROPERTIES
To confirm that the final model gives a reasonable representation of travel by commuters in Stockholm, we calculated the implied elasticities and values of time and compared those with established values.
Aggregate price elasticities
Aggregate direct price arc-elasticities for the different PT alternatives were calculated based on a model simulation with a 10% increase in the PT fare variable. The parameter estimates from model 7-final were used to compute elasticities, because this is the most suitable model. The arc elasticities are
where x refers to the initial state, y to the new state, D is demand, P is price level and E is elasticity. Results show that among PT alternatives, the metro demand is the least price elastic (-0.29), followed by bus (-0.4), train (-0.41) and tram (-1.43). These are values at the aggregate level, and individual elasticities can vary from these aggregated estimates. Since the sample population is reasonably representative of commuters in Stockholm, we can take these elasticities as roughly representative of Stockholm commuters.
Holmgren (2007) presents in its meta-analysis of public transport demand, fare elasticity values ranging from −0.009 to −1.32, with a mean value of −0.38. Similar values are reported by Kremers et al (2002) and DfT (2016) , where the mean value for short run price elasticities is -0.4. This mean value is close to the price elasticities resulting from our model. Values of fare elasticities for PT commuting trips by the Swedish national model (Sampers) are -0.28, Börjesson and Kristoffersson (2017) , whilst the Danish national passenger model reports a fare elasticity of -0.585, Rich and Hansen (2016) .
Values of Time
The Value of Time (VoT) is the sum of the marginal utility of time (the sum of the opportunity value of time and the direct utility of travel time) divided by the marginal utility of money (DeSerpa, 1971; Jara-Díaz, 2003) . The VoT can be calculated from the model parameters as
In the particular case where the utility function is linear in both time and cost, which applies in model 7-final, the VoT is given by the ratio of the time and cost coefficients.
Table 10 shows the VoT estimates (SEK/h) for motorised transport modes, and compares values from models 4 (MNL) and 7-final (NL). 3 From these values we can observe three things. First, the VoT estimates obtained from the NL model follow the same pattern as the ones provided by the MNL model. Second, we observe from the estimates and t-values of the cost parameters in Table 8 , how a more precise model reduces regression attenuation bias, achieving higher parameter estimates with increased t-values, particularly for the cost parameters. This translates to the smaller VoT estimates achieved by the NL model. Third, the values of time for the main modes given by the NL model are acceptably close to the reference values for the VoT in Sweden found in the literature. Börjesson and Eliasson (2013) , provide the values shown in Table 11 (Euro/h) for short commute distance. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a methodology to investigate how the preference for different public transport modes varies among transport users. These are empirical findings for commuting trips in Stockholm, and whether these findings can be generalised to other cities is an empirical matter.
We find evidence that mode choice constants are significantly different among the PT modes. Hence, the average effect of the unobserved attributes differs significantly across the modes. Results suggest that, ceteris paribus, the preference for metro is highest and the preference for tram lowest.
Furthermore, we find that the value of time is higher for auxiliary modes than for the main mode. Nevertheless, we also find that systematic preferences among the PT alternatives are not proportional to the travel time. This suggests that the comfort is similar across the PT modes. SLL (2015) shows that all public transport modes suffer from crowding during the peak hour, although the crowding levels vary substantially between services within the system.
Regarding the existence of a rail factor, we find evidence to support the hypothesis that some rail-based modes -metro and commuter trains -have in fact a higher alternative specific constant, indicating that the average effect of the unobserved attributes makes them preferable to bus and tram, ceteris paribus.
We can reject the hypothesis that the PT modes have the same random error. This implies that, as long as we use MNL models, the model assuming that the public transport main modes are different alternatives outperforms the model assuming that they are the same alternative. In addition, we observe how the nested model outperforms the logit model with an identical utility specification, indicating that the error components of the PT alternatives are in fact correlated, confirming a priori expectations.
The simulated PT price elasticities yield values consistent with the international literature for bus, metro and train. The resulting values of time are also consistent with previous findings, suggesting the adequacy of the models.
Models able to capture and exploit nuances in the preferences for different PT alternatives may be important for policy analysis and detailed evaluation of infrastructure investments. Assuming travellers' preferences for different modes are equal, when in fact they are different will translate into biased parameter estimates and forecasts. This study shows how current state-ofpractice large-scale transport models can be enhanced to investigate these issues in further detail, and we find empirical evidence in our case study that supports both the manifest political preference for rail-based PT modes and Eliasson's (2016) finding that accessibility by metro increases the property prices of apartments in Stockholm more than accessibility by bus. 
APPENDIX 1
This appendix presents the explanatory variables entering the utilities of the models and gives an example of the full model specification. 
where:
S is the cost sharing factor is the mean occupancy for car driver observations is the mean occupancy for car passenger observations
Final parameters used in the case study are S = 1, = 1.17 and = 1.55.
The cost variable is divided into 6 different income level groups. Level 0 includes observations with a reported income of 0 SEK. In Level 1 the reported income is between 1 and 9999 SEK. Level 2 includes observations with incomes between 10000 and 149999 SEK. Observations with a reported income between 150000 and 299999 SEK are included in Level 3. Level 4 includes observations with a reported income of 300000 SEK or higher. Finally, observations where income is not reported are included in "Level MI".
cpcost
Car passenger costs in SEK. The cost for the passenger alternative is calculated following the same procedure described above.
The cost variable is divided into 6 different income level groups, as for the car driver alternative.
c_tt_min

Car travel time in minutes me_itt
Metro In-vehicle travel time in minutes me_itt_ae Access and egress in-vehicle travel time in minutes using the metro as auxiliary mode nocars Dummy variable. It takes the value 1 if the user´s household do not own any car and 0 otherwise ptcost Cost of the public transport alternative in SEK. The cost of the monthly ticket has been divided by 40 trips, assuming 4 weeks of 5 working days and 2 trips per day. Depending if the traveller is a student or not, the student or the full ticket has been used. No distinction has been made between the people who reported that they own a discount ticket and the ones who do not; this was done to prevent confirmation biases as PT for the people who normally commute by public transport will be cheaper than for others.
The cost variable is divided into 6 different income level groups, as for the car alternatives. Note that nesting parameter values must be not less than 1 to maintain consistency with utility maximisation. *** Identical specification as model 7, but attributes with wrongly-signed parameters not statistically different from zero at 95% confidence level were removed. ASC remain in the specification to approximately reproduce market shares.
